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Abstract
Lubrication by extremely thin liquid film has become very important in micro machine, magnetic
storage device and so on. When the thickness of lubricant別m is thinned to several nanometers, the
conventional theories of lubrication cannot be used any more. Molecular dynamics simulation was
carried out in the present study to investigate the characteristics of the thin lubricant film confined
between solid walls. The model used in this simulation is composed of two solid walls and
fluorocarbon polymer lubricant confined between them, where one of the walls is supporting a load
and at the same time moving at constant velocity. Results indicate that the viscosity of confined
lubricant film varied with the shear velocity, namely under low shear velocity, molecules are layered
and the viscosity is high. On the other hand, under high shear velocity the temperature of the film
increases, particularly at the center of the film, and the mobility of lubricant molecule is enhanced,
which results in血e decrease of血e viscosity.























































Fig. 1 Snap shot ofa simulation cell
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Table 1 Potential parameter list
Atomtypes
C (血 H hydrogen
0 oxygenhethers F 丑uonne
HO hydrogeninalcohols W LJwe山
OH oxygeninabhh
VanderWaalsparamete指
Atom lU M* GfKJ/moir massiamu]
C 1.誹=麟) 0.4578 12.010
H 1.3870 0-(櫛 7 1l(棉
0 1.㈲ 7 0.7114 16.C伽
F 1.7榔 0.2553 19.似 )
H0 0.0000 0.(脚 1.008
0H 1.7210 0.膿 )4 16.0∝)

























x-c-c-x 0.6馳 0.0 3.0
x-c-oⅩー 1.馴 0.0 3.0





































Fig. 2 Time-averaged (a) Number density distri-
bution, (b) Velocity distribution at loom/S
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Fig. 4 The velocity dependence of friction
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Fig.6 Temperature distribution for various velocity
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Fig. 7 The temperature dependence of the vicosity
at 300K(wall temperature) for various velocity and
















mi :原子iの質量, n :原子iの分子の重心からの距離





Fig. 8(a) Number density at 20m/s, loom/s, 200m/S
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Fig. 8(b) Number density at 300K, 350K, 400K
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Fig. 10 The radius of gyration of the molecules (a) in Fig. 1 1 The radius of gyration of the molecules (a) in
sliding direction, (b) lateral to the sliding direction sliding direction, (b) lateral to the sliding direction
(c) normal to the wall at 20m/s, loom/s and 200m/s　　　(c) normal to the wall at 300K,350K,400K
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